ABSTRACT: We introduce a method for kinetic characterization of reversible binding of protein onto the inner capillary wall. In essence, a short plug of the protein solution is propagated through the capillary by pressure, and the protein is detected at the distal capillary end. The signal versus time profile is fitted with a numerical model which uses the rate constants of adsorption, k ad , and desorption, k de , as fitting parameters. The values of k ad and k de which result in the best fit are considered to be the sought ones. We first used COMSOL multiphysics software to develop a numerical model with two-dimensional (2D) equations of mass transfer. Although 2D models in general can describe experiments more accurately than one-dimensional (1D) models, computing 2D models takes much more time (many hours to find two parameters: k ad and k de ). We used the fact that the capillary is narrow and long to develop a simplified model with 1D equations of mass transfer. Our comparison of the 1D and 2D models showed that the errors of the 1D approximation were less than 5%, whereas the computation of the 1D model was 100 times faster. We finally used the 1D approach to study kinetics of reversible binding of conalbumin to the uncoated fused-silica capillary walls. We determined k ad , k de , and a diffusion coefficient, D. The obtained value of D is in excellent agreement with literature data which suggests that the values of k ad and k de (for which there are no literature data) are also calculated correctly. Our approach for finding k ad and k de will facilitate quantitative characterization of protein adsorption on capillary walls as well as properties of passivating materials used for capillary coating.
P rotein adsorption onto the inner capillary walls can significantly affect various protein analyses by capillary electrophoresis (CE).
1 −4 In particular, it can obscure studies of biomolecular interactions and aptamer selection by methods of kinetic capillary electrophoresis (KCE). 4 Protein adsorption to fused-silica capillaries can be caused by silanol groups on the inner surface which are negatively charged at physiological pH. 5, 6 A straightforward approach to reducing the protein− surface interactions would be to decrease pH to values at which the surface charge decreases or to increase pH to values higher than the isoelectric point of protein making protein molecules also negatively charged. 7, 8 However, this approach cannot be applied when maintaining the native structure of the protein is essential. A more versatile way of preventing protein adsorption employs temporary or permanent coatings that mask the fused silica surface. 9, 10 To justifiably choose a material for the coating, one needs information on quantitative characteristics of reversible binding. The most important characteristics are kinetic rate constants of adsorption and desorption, k ad and k de . Knowledge of these two rate constants can help to characterize the properties of different coatings and to account for the adsorption and desorption processes in CE when they cannot be avoided or, on the contrary, are employed for some purpose.
Protein adsorption to surfaces plays an important role in living organisms and in many technologies. 11, 12 Various methods have been used in studying this phenomenon. 13−26 Among them are ellipsometry, 14, 15 reflectometry, 16−19 temperature-jump relaxation technique, 20 surface plasmon resonance, 21 optical waveguide spectroscopy, 22 total internal reflection (TIR) fluorescence with photobleaching recovery, 23 TIR fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, 23, 24 TIR fluorescence microscopy, 25 and TIR Raman spectroscopy. 26 To the best of our knowledge, all studies have been carried out in flow cells with dimensions significantly larger than the inner diameter of capillaries used in CE. The flow-cell geometry is usually quite different as well. Adsorption and desorption processes drastically depend on the surface properties and on compounds the surface has been in contact with previously. Given these facts, standard methods are practically inapplicable to studying adsorption and desorption characteristics of the inner surface of narrow capillaries usually used in CE. The best way for studying protein adsorption to the material of such capillaries would be to perform adsorption studies in these capillaries. Because protein adsorption can significantly affect electroosmotic flow (EOF), it is preferable to use pressure (rather than EOF) for injection and propagation of the protein solution plug. 4 The deformation of the protein plug shape (due to adsorption and desorption processes) during its movement through the capillary can be used to find k ad , k de , and other relevant parameters. Such an approach has multiple advantages. First, it allows one to work with extremely small amounts of the protein. Second, it directly demonstrates the effect of adsorption and desorption on propagation patterns of the protein. Third, studies in capillaries allow one to investigate the actual inner surface of capillaries rather than samples that mimic them. Fourth, simplified one-dimensional (1D) models can be used for data processing, whereas rigorous studies in usual flow cells require solving at least two-dimensional (2D) problems. Fifth, studies in very narrow capillaries are usually surface-reaction limiting, which allows one to analyze adsorption and desorption effects in pure form eliminating the influence of transverse diffusion to the capillary walls.
Pressure-driven propagation of a protein plug through the capillary is experimentally simple. The challenge is to find a mathematical model that can adequately describe the adsorption/desorption processes and facilitate finding the binding parameters. In a pattern-based approach, a mathematical solution should be fitted into the signal-vs-time profile generated by the protein passing the detector at the end of the capillary. Such fitting is performed at various values of k ad , k de , and other relevant parameters until the best fit is found. The values of parameters that result in the best fit are, by definition, the best approximation of real values of these parameters. In an alternative parameter-based approach, a mathematical solution would be used to obtain approximate expressions for k ad , k de , other parameters in terms of some easily measured characteristics (e.g., peak areas and migration times) of the signal-vs-time profile from the eluting protein.
Here, we extended the axially dispersed plug flow model 27 by adding reactions at the capillary wall. As a result, we use 1D equations for the average (across the capillary) volume concentration of protein that was present in the initial plug and for the surface concentration of the adsorbed protein.
These equations take into account the average velocity of the liquid flow, effective longitudinal diffusion, and the processes of adsorption and desorption on the capillary wall as well as the spatial (along the capillary) and temporal dependences of protein concentrations. We include effective longitudinal diffusion because it may affect the concentration profile in the protein plug. Transverse diffusion does not appear in the equations since they are averaged across the capillary (i.e., they are formulated for the average protein concentration in the capillary cross-section). Such a 1D approach is only applicable to capillaries which are sufficiently narrow and long to satisfy the requirement that the characteristic diffusion time across the capillary is smaller than characteristic times of adsorption, desorption, and plug passage through the capillary. Mechanisms of protein adsorption can be very complex and include both reversible and irreversible binding. 14,15,18,19,21−23 Special techniques were developed to study irreversible adsorption. 28−31 Irreversible adsorption can be negligible in a capillary if the adsorbed protein is quickly exposed to protein-free solution (if the protein plug is short). The main purpose of this work was to develop a simple and effective method of quantitative analysis of protein adsorption−desorption in CE rather than to analyze different adsorption models. Thus, the simplest model of reversible protein adsorption is considered below. For such a model, we obtained numerical solutions of 1D equations and verified them using numerical solutions of the full 2D problem. The 1D approach was then tested by fitting signals-vs-time profiles simulated with 1D equations into experimental signal-vs-time profiles. We also studied the influence of binding parameters on signal-vs-time profiles. A reversible binary reaction of adsorption−desorption (1) takes place on the capillary walls:
were, A v , N s , and A s denote free protein in the volume, free adsorption sites on the surface, and protein bound to the surface, respectively. We neglect possible conformational changes in protein upon its adsorption to the surface and consider only the reversible adsorption reaction 1. Desorption of the protein adsorbed onto the walls can be started when the protein plug moves further and the adsorbed protein contacts with the protein-free buffer, which arrives in <10 s after adsorption (for plug length W < 1 cm and plug velocity v > 0.1 cm/s). Conformational changes in the adsorbed protein typically require much longer times. 14, 15, 18 By definition, the adsorption and desorption rates, q ad and q de , are related to k ad and k de as follows:
where A v is the volume concentration of A v ; N s and A s are the surface concentrations of N s and A s ; N tot is the total concentration of occupied and free binding sites on the surface. Parameters q ad and q de have units of mol/(cm 2 s). N tot can be also defined as the maximum possible value of A s . In the equilibrium, q ad = q de and eqs 1 and 2 result in the following relation: where the superscript refers to the state of equilibrium. Mass transfer of A v and A s in the presence of adsorption and desorption is described by equations:
where, v is the velocity averaged across the capillary; r is the distance from the capillary axis; R is the inner radius of the capillary; ∂ x , ∂ r , and ∂ t are partial derivations by the spatial coordinates x and r and by time t, respectively; D is the diffusion coefficient of A v ; D s is the surface diffusion coefficient of A s (it describes diffusion of A s over adsorption sites). Equation 4 is valid in the capillary volume, whereas the relationships of eq 5 should work on the inner surface of the capillary. Equation 4 and the first eq 5 express in the differential form the mass conservation laws for the protein dissolved in the volume and the protein bound at the surface, respectively. 32, 33 The last eq 5 expresses the mass conservation law for reactions of adsorption and desorption between the protein dissolved in the volume and the protein bound at the surface. Equations 4 and 5 can be also derived from the corresponding integral conservation laws for protein. 32 We used a parabolic velocity profile in eq 4 following the Taylor's approach to studying flows of dispersions in long capillaries with R/L ≪ 1. 34−36 Boundary conditions for a plug injected at the capillary inlet and for a free flow at the capillary outlet can be formulated as follows:
Here, the origin of the x axis coincides with the capillary inlet, and L is the capillary length. Finally, initial conditions for A v and A s express the absence of the protein in the initial buffer that fills the capillary at t = 0:
One-Dimensional Approximation. In general, the 2D time-dependent system of eqs 2, 4, and 5 with boundary and initial conditions 6−9 can be solved only numerically. Unfortunately, numerical solutions require significant computational times for narrow capillaries. In some cases, finding a solution can take many hours of computing even for only two variable parameters, k ad and k de . The long calculation is caused by a small value of R/L (typically <10 −4 ). On the other hand, the small value of R/L suggests that averaging (across the capillary) can be used to transform the 2D problem into a 1D problem. Strictly speaking, this transformation is possible if the characteristic time of transverse diffusion, t trans = R 2 /D, is much smaller than the characteristic adsorption and desorption times and the characteristic flow time to the detector, t det = L/v. Such condition is usually satisfied for very narrow and long capillaries (R ≤ 40 μm, L ≥ 10 cm) in sufficiently large ranges of k ad , k de , and N tot . In this case, one can assume that a relative variation of protein concentration across the capillary is small. This fact allows the Taylor's approach to describing dispersions 34−37 to be used in the averaging procedure. As a result, the following 1D equations can be derived from 2D eqs 2, 4, and 5: 11) where, A is the average (across the capillary) value of A v , D T is the effective longitudinal diffusion coefficient determined by Taylor's expression:
where Pe is the Peclet number. The Taylor correction depends on the Peclet number, Pe, and is significant because, in our case, Pe = 625 (at v = 0.1 cm/s, R = 37.5 μm, and D = 6 × 10 −7 cm 2 s −1 ). Actually, the unity in expression (12) for the effective diffusion coefficient can be neglected in comparison to the Taylor correction.
The main assumption used in the r-averaging procedure is that the variation of protein concentration is much smaller than the average protein concentration (for given x). This assumption is satisfied if condition L ≫ PeR is hold.
34−36
The strong inequality guarantees that for time L/v required to travel through the capillary the characteristic diffusion length of the protein (DL/v) 1/2 is much larger than the capillary radius. Thus, diffusion can almost smooth the differences in the concentration across the capillary. In our case, we have Pe = 625 and the required condition is approximately held for 10 and 40 cm-long capillaries. The averaging procedure in the absence of adsorption and desorption results in eq 10 without terms depending on k ad and k de . 34−36 The averaging procedure in the presence of adsorption and desorption was described in the Supporting Information to our earlier work. 37 In that work, it was shown that the combination of binding dynamics at the boundaries is consistent with Taylor's dispersion. Processes of adsorption and desorption lead to the addition of terms depending on k ad and k de in eq 10. These terms describe the decrease and increase of protein concentration in the volume caused by adsorption and desorption, respectively. Equation 11 was obtained by a substitution of expressions (2) into the first eq 5.
Further simplification of the boundary conditions (at the capillary inlet and outlet) and initial conditions for eqs 10 and 11 can be easily obtained from equations 6−9 by replacing A v with A. According to eqs 10 and 11, characteristic times of adsorption, t ad , and desorption, t de , can be defined as follows:
Numerical solution of eqs 10 and 11 are much simpler than that of eqs 4 and 5 since the system of eqs 10 and 11 is formulated in the 1D domain (0 ≤ x ≤ L), whereas the system of eqs 4 and 5 must to be solved in the 2D domain (0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ r ≤ R).
Comparison of 1D and 2D Models and Fitting Experimental Data. Solution of the 2D problem (eqs 4−9) (or the 1D problem (eqs 10−12) with corresponding initial and boundary conditions) results in dependencies of protein (volume and surface) concentrations on spatial coordinates and Analytical Chemistry time. On the other hand, experimental data operate with signals measured at the specific coordinate x = x det where the detector is placed (see Figure 1) . The protein signal, S, is usually proportional to the linear concentration (i.e., to the amount per unit length of the capillary) of the protein at this coordinate: 
Coefficients g and g s are determined by the nature of a signal used to detect the protein. For example, in the case of fluorescence detection, g and g s are determined by the second and third relations (eq 14), where Q and Q s are the absolute quantum yields. Coefficients χ and χ s depend on the nature of fluorophore and the parameters of the detector. 38, 39 To verify accuracy of our 1D approach we compared it with the 2D approach. Calculations were performed with COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 commercial software (COMSOL Group, Palo Alto, CA). First, simulated signals were obtained using eqs 10, 11, and 14 (1D model) at various sets of parameters k ad , k de , N tot , D, v, R, L, A 0 , t 0 , g, x det . The surface diffusion was neglected since D s ≪ D T for all values of D, v, and R used in simulations. A mesh with 300 elements was used for FEM calculations in COMSOL. The distribution was normal and the finite element method was used for simulations. Equations 10 and 11 were integrated using the Transport of Diluted Species module in COMSOL. Then we performed similar calculations based on eqs 4, 5, and 14 (2D approach) for the same sets of parameters. Comparison of results at three different signal patterns is presented in Figure 2 (signals for 1D and 2D models are shown by solid red lines and dashed black lines, respectively). The difference between 1D and 2D simulations in Figure 2 can be quantified by calculating Normalized Root Mean Square Deviation (NRMSD), 40 and NRMSD can be considered as a relative error. It was 0.7%, 4.3%, and 4.7% for panels A, B, and C, respectively, in Figure 2 . Such agreement is sufficient for quantitatively studying protein adsorption and desorption in CE. The 1D approach is sufficiently accurate and leads to a reduction in computing time from tens of hours to several minutes. We also used the simulated 2D data of Figure 2 as input data for the 1D model and performed a fit of parameters k ad , k de , D, and N tot . Simulated signals for such a fit are shown by solid green lines in Figure 2 . As a result we found that the best fit of the 1D model into the 2D model corresponds to values of k ad , k de , D, and N tot that differ, respectively, by 2%, 2%, 1%, and 6% from values of k ad , k de , D, and N tot used in 2D simulations shown in panel A of Figure 2 . For 2D simulations presented in panels B and C of Figure 2 , these errors for k ad , k de , D, N tot were 10%, 4%, 1%, 10% and 9%, 3%, 7%, 3%, respectively. Such errors are acceptable for the practical use in CE. It should be noted that signals for the best fits of 1D model into 2D simulated data practically coincide with the 1D direct simulations (shown by red lines in Figure 2 ) in almost the entire time range. We used the Levenberg−Marquardt method for fitting in COMSOL. The objective function was the leastsquares differences between the points of experimental (or simulated) data and theoretical model.
To test the 1D approach in the determination of k ad and k de , we used data from experimental studies of conalbumin (from hen egg white) propagation through the capillary described elsewhere. 4 These data were obtained for the pressure driven propagation of a solution plug containing conalbumin at two different initial concentrations. Conalbumin is a moderately adsorptive protein, and it was used to qualitatively analyze protein adsorption in CE. 4 It was fluorescently labeled for detection. The plug of 5.3 μM conalbumin was injected during 5 s, whereas the plug of 6.2 μM conalbumin was injected during 6 s. Distances of 10 and 40 cm from the injection end to the detector were used for each conalbumin concentration. Experiments were repeated five times. Numerical solutions of eqs 10 and 11 were found with COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 software. These solutions and expression (eq 14) were used to calculate signals corresponding to the 1D model (for simplicity, we assume that g s = g in eq 14). These signals were then fitted into experimental data by varying parameters k ad , k de , D, and N tot until the best fit was found. The coefficient g was also determined from the best fit but only in three experiments to confirm a stable solution for it. Then, the obtained average value of g was used in the best fit procedure applied to all other experiments. Calculations showed that the best fit presented in Figures 3 and 4 can be achieved when the surface concentration of protein is far from saturation (i.e., A s ≪ N tot ). In this case, the best fit can determine only the product k ad N tot , which is essential in eqs 10 and 11 at A s ≪ N tot . The product k ad N tot is used to calculate t ad with expressions (eq 13). The value of N tot can be estimated as follows. The crystallographic structure of . Other parameters were the same in all three panels. The best fits of 1D model into the 2D simulated data are shown by solid green lines. conalbumin molecule 41 (PDB code 1AIV) gives a value of ∼100 Å for its maximum diameter d. Thus, one adsorbed molecule occupies ∼10 4 Å 2 of the wall surface. Given the average surface area of 20 Å 2 per silanol group on the silica surface 5, 6 and pK a values of 4.9 and 8.5 for isolated and vicinal silanol groups (with corresponding surface populations of 19 and 81%, respectively), 6, 42 we can assume that a conalbumin molecule can be adsorbed at any location at the fused silica surface of capillary. Therefore,
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mol/cm 2 where N A is the Avogadro number. Inequality A s ≪ N tot is valid for practically all initial protein concentrations and for all plug/capillary dimensions practically used in CE (A 0 ≤ 1 μM, W ≤ 1 cm, R ≤ 100 μm, and L ≥ 10 cm) even if all protein molecules are adsorbed from the plug. The fit to experimental results for times much longer than the travel time of the plug is worse than the fit to the peak itself. One possible explanation is that the 1D approach is oversimplified. Another possibility is irreversible protein binding in the detection window. Such binding is not described by the theoretical model and can cause a nonzero signal for large times in Figures 3 and 4 .
We used the simplest model with reversible protein adsorption only. It can be considered as the first approximation in describing the real process of protein adsorption. To take into account irreversible protein adsorption one should introduce an additional rate constant of irreversible protein transformation 14 into the model. Such modified model could result in a better fitting in Figures 3 and 4 because we would have more fitting parameters. Nevertheless, fitting in the peak areas in these figures suggests that our simplest model of reversible protein binding at the capillary surface is quiet adequately describes the process of protein adsorption in the plug.
As a result, the following values were found: k ad = (6.60 ± 1.78) mM
, D = (6.11 ± 2.16) × 10 −7 cm 2 s −1 . Values of mean and standard deviations for k ad and k de were found using distances of both 10 and 40 cm from the injection end to the detector. To our best knowledge, there is no published data for k ad and k de of conalbumin on any kind of material. However, the diffusion coefficient of conalbumin from hen egg white was studied extensively resulting in the follows values of D: 5.66 × 10 −7 and 8.4 × 10 −7 (in two experiments), 43 . As a reference, we can obtain a mean value and deviation by pooling together all above values, (5.9 ± 1.9) × 10 −7 cm 2 s −1
. The diffusion coefficient obtained by our 1D approach, (6.11 ± 2.16) × 10 −7 cm 2 s −1 , is in excellent agreement with this reference value. This agreement confirms the validity of our fitting procedure and the 1D approach in general.
Characteristic Patterns of the Plug Propagation. A temporal signal profile from the protein passing the detector at the end of the capillary depends on three characteristic times: t ad , t de , and t det . Figure 5 shows results of numerical simulations with the 1D model.
At t ad ≥ t det , the profile has characteristic peak and trail ( Figure 5A ). The peak reaches the detector at t ∼ t det and mostly results from protein that did not adsorb onto the wall during propagation. The trail corresponds to protein that adsorbed and then desorbed (potentially several times). The trail is most prominent at t de ∼ t det . The trail is very steep and short if t de ≪ t det , and it is very low and almost undistinguishable if t de ≫ t det ( Figure 5A ). More complex signal patterns are possible in the case of t ad which is only a few times smaller than t det and t de ∼ t det ( Figure  5B ). In this case, the not-monotonic trail with a "bump" can be observed. The bump height depends on the value of t de /t det ( Figure 5B) .
Finally, if t ad ≪ t det , there is practically no protein left within the injected plug space when it reaches the detector. In this case, the peak corresponds to protein that was adsorbed and desorbed many times. As a result, the peak reaches the detector significantly later than the nonadsorbing protein would ( Figure  5C with the exception of the blue line for which t de ≪ t ad , and therefore, the protein quickly desorbs back to the solution). The time required for peak's reaching the detector increases with increasing t de . Peaks also become lower and wider with increasing t de . Again, the trail can be distinguished behind the peak at t de ∼ t det ( Figure 5C ). Figure 5B describes the intermediate case between Figure 5A ,C. Given expressions (eq 13) for t ad and t de in terms of parameters k ad N tot and k de , these parameters can be qualitatively estimated by comparing experimental signal-vs-time profiles with those shown in Figure  5 .
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we developed a method for studying kinetics of adsorption and desorption of protein onto a capillary wall by using averaged 1D equations of mass transfer in a capillary. This method uses the capillary itself as a flow cell and significantly reduces computation time. We compared the 1D approach to the one based on exact 2D equations and found that relative errors were less than 5%. We then applied the 1D approach to studying adsorption kinetics of conalbumin from hen egg white and determined the rate constants of adsorption and desorption (for the first time for this protein). The conalbumin diffusion coefficient was also found and proved to be in very good agreement with known experimental values and theoretical estimates. Finally, we analyzed possible characteristic signals-vs-time profiles. The developed 1D approach provides a simple and effective way of studying kinetics of reversible protein adsorption on the surface.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chromeo P503 fluorescent pyrylium dye was used for protein labeling as described elsewhere. 4 Experiments were performed using a P/ACE MDQ capillary electrophoresis instrument (Beckman-Coulter, Fullerton, CA) equipped with a laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) detection system. A continuous 488 nm solid-state laser line was used to excite the fluorescence of Chrome-labeled protein.
All experiments were performed using a 50 cm-long capillary (40 or 10 cm to the detection window). The internal radius of the capillary was 37.5 μm and the average flow velocity was 0.1 cm/s. The temperature was monitored during experiments and was kept at 20°C. Repeatability of experiments was satisfactory. The coefficients of variation for determined values of k ad , k de , and D were 27%, 16%, and 33%, respectively, which can be explained by the approximate nature of the method used for their determination. Bare silica capillaries were pretreated by rinsing with methanol for 10 min at 20 psi. Prior to each run, the capillary was rinsed sequentially with 0.1 M HCl, 0.1 M NaOH, deionized H 2 O, and 50 mM Tris acetate (pH 8.2) at 20 psi for 2 min.
Samples were introduced into the capillary by applying a 5 s (for 5.3 μM conalbumin) or 6 s (for 6.2 μM conalbumin) pressure pulse of 0.5 psi. Pressure-driven propagation analyses were carried out using the 50 mM Tris acetate (pH 8.2) run buffer. A 0.5 psi forward pressure was applied for the 40 cm propagation and a reversed pressure of the same magnitude was used for the 10 cm propagation experiments.
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